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Bitcoin (BTC)
 
Bitcoin and U.S. Stocks opened lower today
after Russian troops entered Ukraine
officially. Major markets globally, including
cryptocurrencies, have taken a hit due to
Putin’s recent orders of deploying troops to
breakaway regions. 

Last week, BTC failed to defend the
$40,000 level, causing the asset to recover
its bearish trend. At the time of this report,
Bitcoin is trading at $37,800 with a trading
volume of $31,986,846,057 (30% increase). 

The BTCUSD trading volume is increasing
and is now visiting a key retracement area
in the Fibonacci. If bulls find potential within
the zone, short-term technicals could
witness a shift in momentum and recover
the bullish path. 
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Ethereum (ETH) The decline of Altcoins continues as the
Ukraine crisis escalates. Ethereum has
mirrored the price of BTC and is now
heading toward the $2000 support zone.
The recent spikes on Ethereum trading
volume could be an indicator to place a long
position this week as it has increased by
30% on a daily basis right at a pivotal level
of Fibonacci. The live Ethereum price is
$2,630 and its trading volume is
$73,517,958,295.  

Short-term technicals are flashing the retest
of a critical retracement level which could
help to shift momentum. The continuation of
the bullish trend will be confirmed after a
bullish daily candle. By rejecting the last
retracement level of the Fibonacci (78.6%)
ETHUSD could continue its path to close
the month above the 50SMA and 100SMA. 
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Binance Coin (BNB) BNB has been falling since reaching the
$450-$445 resistance zone and now its price
is approaching a vital support level at $300. 

By revisiting the $300 demand zone, bulls
could have major confirmation to place longs
on this pair due to the ascending trendline in
place. The dynamic support alongside the
demand zone could put a pause to the sell-
off and bring BNB back to the $500 territory. 

The current zone is a pivotal point for an
ascent to $500. Any weekly bullish formation
around the current area could trigger an
uptrend. On the contrary, if Binance Coin
breaks the support barrier, the sell-off will
continue and push the price significantly
lower until the $250 liquidity zone. 
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XRP XRP price faced a solid rejection last
week at the $0.90-$0.80 level failing to
pierce the crucial resistance. The
resulting move caused the price to head
toward the next support level at $0.70.
Due to the last 3 bearish candles,
traders are projecting the downside
correction to continue until the $0.50
historical demand zone. 

From a conservative standpoint, traders
could evaluate further longs once the
weekly candlestick rejects the $0.50
area creating another leg to the upside
with a possible 50% ascent. 

Currently, XRP is standing at $0.70 with
a trading volume of $4,272,247,806
(40% surge in the last 24 hours). 
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Cardano (ADA) Cardano’s price has slumped regardless of its
recent surges in daily transaction volumes.
Cardano’s enthusiasts are increasing their
holdings due to both, technicals and
fundamental factors. 

Technical indicators show that ADAUSD is at
oversold territories and visiting a pivotal support
zone. On the fundamental side, Cardano’s
network has broken records with tremendous
activity on-chain. The chain is currently
processing over $17Bn in 24-hour transaction
volume, surpassing Ethereum’s network.
Bitcoin is currently at $18.85Bn per day and
Ether is at $5 Bn per day, according to Messari. 

The surge in transactions is mainly linked with
the launch of the SundaeSwap decentralised
exchange. Last week, the transaction volume
topped $35Bn and on Saturday, it reached
$31Bn. 
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Solana (SOL) Bid orders stopped accruing, and Solana
failed to bounce from the 61.8% golden
area of Fibonacci last week and now
price action is facing the last barrier.  If
momentum does not change, the 55$
support could be a bull trap before falling
to the next historical level at $25. 

The risk of Solana undergoing a period
of another major selloff is increasing. A
daily candlestick closing above 78.6%
could validate an upside correction, while
a closure below it will invalidate the
bullish thesis. 

At the time of this analysis, Solana is
trading at $85 with a 24-hour trading
volume of $2,627,365,833. 
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Terra (LUNA)
Terra is at the top of our watchlist as it has
become a safe-heaven cryptocurrency if the US
market and BTC crash heavily. Terra uses the
day-to-day price stability of fiat currencies, to
create stablecoins. Thus Terra offers a basket of
stablecoin currencies, pegged to the US Dollar,
Euro, British Pound, Japanese Yen, and even the
South Korean Won. When transaction volumes of
these currencies increase, Terra sells the native
LUNA to get price stability.

Due to the nature of Terra’s ecosystem explained
before, during January’s bearish market, Terra’s
token outperformed the market while other
cryptocurrencies were struggling. We believe this
may be the case again if the crypto market
continues its bearish trend in parallel with tech
stocks. 

At the time of this technical analysis, traders are
closely monitoring LUNAUSD as its trading
volume has surged over 65% in a single day. The
live Terra price is  $52 with a 24-hour trading
volume of $2,399,686,677. 
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